Thank you for supporting the 2016 Yellow Jackets Boys Holiday Invitational.

This is the first year of the new junior Olympic competition format. The registration information for meets has changed so please use the following procedure when registering for the Boys Holiday Invitational.

All registrations must have all of the following information to be accepted and to hold your spots for the meet.

- Gymnast Name
- USAG number & expiration date (pending numbers will not be accepted)
- Current age & birthdate
- Level of competition: Please remember to designate all compulsory gymnast whether they are competing Div 1 or Div II. Also please designate all optional gymnasts whether they are competing JE (L8), JO, or JD.

This information is needed to separate the awards for both individual & team.

- Coaches name, USAG number & expiration. All certifications must be current at the time of registration. Pending certifications will not be accepted.

- All registrations must be accompanied with a deposit of $100.00.

- Please be sure that all registrations are filled out completely. Any registrations received that only has the number of gymnasts in each level your gym is sending will not be accepted.

- As always, judges will be doing their calculations directly on your score cards. This gives you and the coaches the opportunity to see how your gymnasts are being evaluated. This being the first year of the new system, it allows each coach to get an idea of what the judges are looking for in all routines. As in the past, judges are available after the meet to discuss their evaluations.

- Entry Fees: $75 per gymnast/$30 team fee per level Deposit $100 Balance due by November 1st.

Again, thank your support & looking forward to seeing you at the 2016 Boys Holiday Invitational.

Steve Randall
Meet Director